
New Products

NOTE: CURRENTLY NO STOCK AVAILABLE in the UK and 
no indicacation from PowerBlock when this might change!
Increase the weight of your adjustable PowerBlock Pro EXP 
Stage 1 Dumbells to 90lb/41kg ( (per handle) with the aid of 
this Stage 2 Add On Kit, thereby allowing the Pro EXP 

Price: £220.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/powerblock-pro-exp-stage2-
dumbells

PowerBlock Pro EXP Stage 3 takes the Pro EXP Dumbells to 
the following increments per hand: 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 
16, 17, 18, 20, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 30, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 39, 
40, 41kgs.(Stage 1+2 required)

Price: £220.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/powerblock-pro-exp-stage3-
add-on-kit

We made these dumbells following a request from a 
customer, so you have him to thank for their spec :). We liked 
them so much, that we've decided to make them available for 
everyone to order. Here's the spec...

Price: £195.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/professional-olympic-dumbells

Werk San smaller increment Olympic Competition Metal 
Training Plates IWF colour coded and manufactured to the 
highest specification these "change plates" are the perfect 
compliment to Werk San IWF or Lionfit plates with 
increments befitting any weightlifting club.

Price from£43.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werk-san-coloured-metal-
training-disk

The PowerBlock Pro 32 adjustable dumbbells offer weight 
increments in the order of 2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 15 kgs (4, 
8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, and 32 lbs) per hand

Price from£397.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/powerblock-pro-u32-dumbells
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Made for the most demanding professional, these LionFit 
competition style training plates are of the highest-quality. 
IWF colour-coded full-commercial 25kg olympic plates from 
Werk San.

Price: £473.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werk-san-olympic-plate-25kg

The Curve 2.0 Treadmill has rapidly become one of our top 
selling commercial treadmills not just for HIIT crossfit and 
commercial gyms but for the home training athlete that wants 
a top grade curved treadmill for intense and consistent 
training at home.

RRP: £7,390.00

Our Price: £6,999.00
You Save: £391.00 - 5 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/curved-treadmill-2

Made for the most demanding professional, these Lionfit 
competition style training plates are of the highest-quality. 
IWF colour-coded full-commercial 20kg olympic plates from 
Werk San.

Price: £378.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werk-san-olympic-plate-20kg

Tornado Air Bike (BLACK)
BEST SELLER of 2018/19
Full Commercial rated Tornado Fan Bike. Set to rival the 
limited offerings already available. The reality of the situation 
is the simple choice between the Assault AirBike and this 
Tornado Air Bike and . 

RRP: £1,790.00

Our Price: £939.99
You Save: £850.01 - 47 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/tornado-air-fan-bike-black
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Made for the most demanding professional, these 
competition plates are of the highest-quality. IWF colour-
coded full-commercial 15kg olympic plates from Werk San.

Price: £310.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werk-san-olympic-plate-15kg

Made for the most demanding professional, these 
competition plates are of the highest-quality. IWF colour-
coded full-commercial 10kg olympic plates from Werk San.

Price: £222.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werk-san-olympic-plate-10kg

These WerkSan calibrated 25kg competition plates are of the 
highest quality. IWF colour-coded full-commercial calibrated 
olympic plates from Werk San. Werk San Sport International 
are the Turkish equivalent to the Swedish Eleiko or Chinese 
Taishan. Werk San are one of only a few

Price: £335.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werk-san-olympic-competition-
calibrated-plate-25kg

These WerkSan calibrated 20kg competition plates are of the 
highest quality. IWF colour-coded full-commercial calibrated 
olympic plates from Werk San. Werk San Sport International 
are the Turkish equivalent to the Swedish Eleiko or Chinese 
Taishan. Werk San are one of only a few

Price: £310.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werk-san-olympic-competition-
calibrated-plate-20kg
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These WerkSan calibrated 15kg competition plates are of the 
highest quality. IWF colour-coded full-commercial calibrated 
olympic plates from Werk San. Werk San Sport International 
are the Turkish equivalent to the Swedish Eleiko or Chinese 
Taishan. Werk San are one of only a few

Price: £280.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werk-san-olympic-competition-
calibrated-plate-15kg

These WerkSan calibrated 10kg competition plates are of the 
highest quality. IWF colour-coded full-commercial calibrated 
olympic plates from Werk San. Werk San Sport International 
are the Turkish equivalent to the Swedish Eleiko or Chinese 
Taishan. Werk San are one of only a few

Price: £247.50

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werk-san-olympic-competition-
calibrated-plate-10kg

Our newly re-made thick grip cable handles have been 
grouped together to provide all handles in one discounted 
package.
Now made from LASER cut steel these premium grade fat 
grip cable handles are engineered in the UK to the highest 
quality you'd expect from GymRatZ Gym Equipment.

Price: £695.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-thick-grip-cable-
handle-set

Viking Press exercise is a strongman favourite and can now 
be an addition to any gym with the GymRatZ Animal Viking 
Press Station is an ultra heavy-duty version of our regular 
GymRatZ Viking Press beefed and boosted to handle the 
very heaviest of weights and pounding punishment...

Price: £1,895.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-animal-viking-press-
station
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Selectorised Leg Curl machine. Solid construction from 
heavy gauge steel with comfortable thickly padded 
upholstery. 
Single Exercise Stations are great where space and finances 
permit as they ensure users don't hog machines during peak 
times.

Price from£2,305.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-lying-leg-curl

Selectorised Leg Extension machine. Solid construction from 
heavy gauge steel with comfortable thickly padded 
upholstery. 
Single Exercise Stations are great where space and finances 
permit as they ensure users don't hog machines during peak 
times.

Price from£2,745.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-leg-extension

GymRatZ Heavy Duty Commercial Gym Equipment is 
designed for professional use in health clubs, fitness centres, 
and the very toughest of gyms. Our single stack chest press 
station can be upgraded to 250Kg weight stack if required. 
Very popular...

Price from£2,245.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-selectorised-chest-
press

Unbeatable quality Werksan Lionfit 185Kg training set of 
coloured bumper and micro/fractional plates along with the 
highest quality WerkSan LionFit 20Kg Olympic bar. Plates 
made from synthetic rubber and Kevlar and the the Werksan 
Lion Fit Barbell which is one of a kind, tested at 195,000 PSI 
while

Price: £2,150.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werksan-lionfit-185kg-
coloured-training-set
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The PowerBlock Pro 90 Adjustable Dumbbell set with 
commercial pillar stand provides a full set of dumbbells 
ranging from 2 to 41kg per hand - PowerBlock Pro models 
are covered by a full commercial warranty so perfect for 
personal trainers and club use.

Price: £1,999.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/powerblock-pro-u90-dumbells

Based on the T98 and T98e treadmills, the T98s combines 
the best features from both, to provide you with a great 
running experience as well as connectivity that allows you to 
track and store all your workouts on the fitness app. For gym 
managers there is the asset management function which 
allows...

RRP: £7,990.00

Our Price: £6,999.00
You Save: £991.00 - 12 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/t98s-performance-treadmill

Unbeatable quality Werksan Lionfit 160Kg training set of 
coloured bumper and micro/fractional plates along with the 
highest quality WerkSan LionFit 20Kg Olympic bar. Plates 
made from synthetic rubber and Kevlar and the the Werksan 
Lion Fit Barbell which is one of a kind, tested at 195,000 PSI 
while

Price: £1,695.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/werksan-lionfit-160kg-
coloured-training-set

Ascend 2.0 Vertical Climber is a great addition to any gym. It 
provides a total body workout in a very limited space. Based 
on the original "Versaclimber" idea the Ascend 2.0 is great for 
HIIT workouts both at home or in group sessions.

RRP: £5,190.00

Our Price: £2,999.00
You Save: £2,191.00 - 42 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/ascend-20-vertical-climber
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7ft Olympic Barbell 28mm Grip - 650kg max load. Great multi 
purpose /Cross fit bar 

Price: £145.84

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/barbell-28mm-chrome

WATERROWER Performance Ergometer Oak Edition
(Oak Wood)
Now with free 6 year warranty
(3 year parts, 6 year frame) Includes WATERROWER 
SmartRow for use with iOS or Android device/app.

Price: £1,299.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-perfomance-
ergometer-oak-rowing-machine

Made from genuine cow hide leather the Recoil RB-7 Series 
8” ball enables a more intermediate/ advanced level workout 
due to the slightly increased difficulty in hitting the reduced 
surface area on offer.
To optimise your training sessions then position the ball to 
allow you a full working

Price: £52.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/recoil-rb-reaction-ball

The Recoil RB 7 Series 8” speedball has been designed for 
the more experienced boxer that may already have a basic 
skill of using a larger speedball or speed bag as it is 
sometimes called.
Manufactured from genuine cow hide leather...

Price: £39.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/recoil-rb-speed-ball

The Recoil RB Coaching sticks are a great easy to use 
coaching tool that’s takes the impact away from the trainers 
hands and wrists.

Price: £44.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/recoil-rb-coaching-sticks
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The Recoil RB- 7 Series groin guard offers a lightweight 
construction with a sewn in padded cup protector, adjustable 
leg support strap and hook and loop double waist straps for a 
more specific comfort fit to the individual without limiting 
movement.

Price £84.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/recoil-rb-coaching-groin-guard

In Boxing head protection is paramount when taking head 
sparring shots, and with the best intentions sparring sessions 
will generally escalate in intensity. Carbon Claw Recoil RB 
head guards are stylish in design, practical in there use and 
are of lightweight construction, comfortable and provide...

Price £72.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/recoil-rb-coaching-head-guard

The Recoil RB Hook/Jab Pads Manufactured from genuine 
hide leather these quality pads with there advanced 
construction and ergonomic design will compliment all forms 
of coach training, protecting both the opponent and the user.

Price: £82.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/recoil-rb-hook-and-jab-pad

The RB Bag glove incorporates a generous range of shock 
absorbent layered foams including a gel layered sheet that 
compliments an overall firm feel consistency that gradually 
gives and softens through consistent use. Designed to 
perfectly match the whole Recoil RB range of punchbags and 
accessories 

Price £92.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/recoil-rb-bag-glove
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This Recoil RB Sparring Boxing Glove is for the traditional 
training boxer who requires a glove that can replicate a more 
competition boxing feel with a Lace tie up application.

Price £92.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/recoil-rb-sparring-glove-lace

Carbon Claw Recoil RB Leather Sparring Glove (Velcor 
Fastening) - The separate foam layers have been 
constructed and shaped to help form and maintain a natural 
clenched fist with little or no effort on the inner forearm 
muscles.

Price £85.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/recoil-rb-sparring-glove-velcro

WATERROWER Performance Ergometer Walnut Edition
(Black Walnut Wood)
Now with free 6 year warranty
(3 year parts, 6 year frame) Includes WaterRower SmartRow 
for use with iOS or Android device/app.

Price: £1,549.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-perfomance-
ergometer-walnut-rowing-machine

GymRatZ Brigade/Dash, Sled, Prowler track is the highest 
grade gym track available. With simple side markers at 1m 
intervals it's also the cheapest in the premium range due to 
simplicity of design. Any size up to 4m wide and 25m long is 
available if required.

Price from£525.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-gym-track-premium-
brigade-dash

GymRatZ Squadron/Arrow, Sled, Prowler track is the highest 
grade gym track available. With speed/direction markers and 
START and STOP indicators having 2 tracks side by side in 
opposing directions would be the perfect way to control sled 
traffic in your gym.

Price from£625.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-gym-track-premium-
squadron-arrow
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GymRatZ Grenadier/Rush Sled, Prowler track is the highest 
grade gym track available. With discrete distance edge 
markers and distance numbering in metres the 
Grenadier/Rush design leaves the floor less visually 
"cluttered" and possible more suitable for a multi-purpose 
gym floor astro turf area.

Price from£625.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-gym-track-premium-
grenadier-rush

GymRatZ Batallion/Bolt Sled, Prowler track is the highest 
grade gym track available. With centralised distance divisions 
with numerical metre measurements our Batallion/Bolt Gym 
Track Design is equally at home on 1, 1.5, or 2m track 
widths. Call us if the size you require needs a quote as not...

Price from£625.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-gym-track-premium-
batallion-bolt

GymRatZ Platoon/Race Sled, Prowler track is the highest 
grade gym track available. With centralised distance 
measurements in metres & START and FINISH block our 
Platoon/Race Gym Track Design features all the best bits of 
the other designs. Also available in partial metre widths and 
lengths CALL us..

Price from£625.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-gym-track-premium-
platoon-race

An absolute must-have item for any home gym or 
commercial free weights gym. The GymRatZ Commercial 
calf raise Block

Price: £125.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/calf-raise-block

This Boxing Ring Timer offers you the ability to set round 
intervals, number of rounds and round lengths. Large Clear 
LED Display. 3 Volume settings allow the equipment to be 
heard in busy, noisy environments. 240v Mains powered.

Price: £189.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/boxing-ring-timer
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Full commercial Club/Pro Adjustable Speedball Frame - 
Manufactured in the UK from heavy gauge steel and a super-
stiff 40mm wooden deck ensures the ultimate in speed-ball 
response and rebound reaction. Height adjustable over 60cm 
in 5cm increments. (SPEEDBALL NOT INCLUDED)

Price: £349.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/club-pro-adj-speedball-frame-
ball

test

Price: £1,000.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/test-1

the Strength Series 'Build Your Own' CrossFit Training height 
extension 

Price from£99.96

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/crossfit-workout-rig-height-
extender

Commercial use York G2 Easy Grip Olympic Weight - 5kg 
(20kg box of 4 plates). Made to USA design from cast iron 
these G2 Weight Plates from York Barbell retain full strength 
of a closed plate but with the interlocking design and EZ-Grip 
handles they are an excellent weight plate for any...

Price: £54.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/g2-cast-iron-olympic-weight-
plates-5kg-x4
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The Brand New Sport is an excellent bas model full commercial indoor cycle.. 
With a traditional friction breaking system this full commercial indoor cycle is quite 
possibly the lowest priced full commercial indoor cycle available in the UK

RRP: £1,190.00

Our Price: £991.67
You Save: £198.33 - 17 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/m-sport-indoor-cycle

Commercial use York G2 Easy Grip Olympic Weight - 10kg (box of 2 plates). 
Made from cast iron these G2 Weight Plates from York Barbell retain full strength 
of a closed plate but with the interlocking design and EZ-Grip handles they are an 
excellent weight plate for any commercial gym.

Price: £54.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/g2-cast-iron-olympic-weight-plates-10kg-x2

WATERROWER Oak Edition
(Oak Wood)
Now with free 6 year warranty
(3 year parts, 6 year frame) 

RRP: £1,149.00

Our Price: £1,099.00
You Save: £50.00 - 4 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-oak-rowing-machine

Commercial use York G2 Easy Grip Olympic Weight - 20kg (box of 1 plate). Made 
from cast iron these G2 Weight Plates from York Barbell retain full strength of a 
closed plate but with the interlocking design and EZ-Grip handles they are an 
excellent weight plate for any commercial gym.

Price: £54.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/g2-cast-iron-olympic-weight-plates-20kg-x1
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Commercial use York G2 Easy Grip Olympic Weight - 15kg (box of 1 plate). Made 
from cast iron this G2 Weight Plate from York Barbell retain full strength of a 
closed plate but with the interlocking design and EZ-Grip handles they are an 
excellent weight plate for any commercial gym.

Price: £39.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/g2-cast-iron-olympic-weight-plates-15kg-x1

Plastic technique plate with 455mm diameter (same as bumper plates) for 
beginners practising traditional olympic lifts. Note: We also offer aluminium bars 
for technique training.

Price from£50.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/olympic-technique-plate

Aluminium technique bar, ideal for beginners and children. 5kg in weight, rated to 
20kg, 2010mm in length, and with a 25mm shaft.

Price: £165.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jordan-olympic-technique-bar

Take your training to the next level. This is going to sort the men from the boys! 
The new Jordan TufNut, flip it, carry it ...use as an exercise bench, plyo box 
platform what an excellent idea!

Price: £710.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jordan-tuff-nut-40kg-2019

While our original T-Bar Row bench with chest support is still available this new 
multi-way, multi-adjustable ANIMAL version is rapidly becoming the preferred 
version due to it's unique flexabillity and ergonomics that suit a wide range of 
users.

Price: £2,115.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-animal-t-bar-row-with-chest-support
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This Wall Ball Target is a simple addition to your 70mm X 70mm box training rigs. 
Safe and secure, it provides a great alternative for when it would be inappropriate 
to use the wall of your gym for Wall Ball drills.

RRP: £100.00

Our Price: £41.66
You Save: £58.34 - 58 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/70-rig-wall-ball-target

New for 2020 the GymRatz Core Gym Heavy Duty Prowler Sled - the ultimate 
Prowler Sled for you Crossfit functional set up 

Price £395.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-core-gym-prowler-sled

New for 2020 - the Core Gym Heavy Duty Seated Preacher Curl Bench. A simple 
design made to withstand the toughest of training environments and a great 
addition to the Core Gym Equipment Range.

RRP from: £660.00

Our Price £575.00
You Save: £85.00 - 13 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-core-gym-preacher-bench

New addition to our Animal range is this UPDATED vertical leg press. Based on 
our original traditional vertical leg-press this ANIMAL version features adjustable 
foot-plate, back pad and shoulder pads to enable the user to set the machine up 
precisely to meet their requirements...

Price: £3,695.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/animal-vertical-leg-press

New for 2020 the GymRatz Core Gym Horizontal Bar rack. Short of floor space 
why not keep your Olympic bars on the wall. Commercial heavy Duty bar rack 
/storage 

Price £125.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-core-gym-wall-mounted-bar-storage-rack

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/70-rig-wall-ball-target
http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-core-gym-prowler-sled
http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-core-gym-preacher-bench
http://www.gymratz.co.uk/animal-vertical-leg-press
http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-core-gym-wall-mounted-bar-storage-rack


New for 2020 the GymRatz Core 4 lifting station Rig. Supplied with Wall Ball 
Target, Dip station and Core Trainer attachment. Powder coated in Colour of your 
choice

Price £1,850.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-core-4-lift

WATERROWER BlueTooth Connection Module turns your WATERROWER S4 
monitor into a bluetooth enabled workout monitor by simply fixing the bluetooth 
module to the rear of the S4.2 workout monitor enabling it to access the mini USB 
port and allowing communications with appropriate mobile phone apps, PC so

Price: £59.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-bluetooth-connection

The Gym Gear T95 Rehabilitation Commercial Treadmill delivers high 
performance without the high price tag.

RRP: £5,190.00

Our Price: £3,999.00
You Save: £1,191.00 - 23 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/t95-rehabilitation-treadmill

The latest addition to the JMC Half Rack, the eagerly awaited safety spot arms. 
Made to the same high quality and attention to detail as the rest of the range 
these JMC Safety Spot Arms make the free-standing half rack an excellent 
purchase for squats and bench press press

Price: £137.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jmc-safety-spot-arms

This PowerBlock Large Compact Stand is suitable for all PowerBlock models up 
to41kg (90lb) in weight i.e. PowerBlock Expandable EXP1, EXP2 & EXP3 set. 

Price: £99.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/powerblock-large-compact-stand

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-core-4-lift
http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-bluetooth-connection
http://www.gymratz.co.uk/t95-rehabilitation-treadmill
http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jmc-safety-spot-arms
http://www.gymratz.co.uk/powerblock-large-compact-stand


The RAZE Renegade Air Bike is without doubt on a par with the very best air and 
fan bikes on the market. Using similar high quality components and poly-belt drive 
as found on our best selling Tornado fan bike the Renegade Air Bike is suitable 
for any full-commercial gym or Crossfit box.

RRP: £1,416.66

Our Price: £1,233.00
You Save: £183.66 - 13 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/raze-renegade-air-bike

New for 2020 the GymRatz Core Olympic Pyramid Weight Tree - 6 pin multi-faced 
weight tree available in 2 configurations

Price £279.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-core-gym-6-peg-pyramid-olympic-weight-
tree

Comfortable motion and easy to use dual use Lat Pulldown. The leg brace and 
high cable are positioned so that pulldowns behind the neck can be performed 
correctly (without straining your neck) by allowing enough space for you to sit 
forward on the bench without kissing the framework

Price from£1,995.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-lat-pulldown

The GymGear X98s Sport Cross Trainer combines quality with reliability. 
Designed to promote comfort during exercise with optimal stride length and pedal 
positioning. The simple design is easy to use, clean and maintainThe X98s Sport 
Cross Trainers thick padded pedals and smooth stride technology pro

RRP: £4,990.00

Our Price: £3,999.00
You Save: £991.00 - 20 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/x98s-performance-crosstrainer

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/raze-renegade-air-bike
http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-core-gym-6-peg-pyramid-olympic-weight-tree
http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-core-gym-6-peg-pyramid-olympic-weight-tree
http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-lat-pulldown
http://www.gymratz.co.uk/x98s-performance-crosstrainer


The RAZE Renegade Air Rower Delivering strong resistance with a combination 
of air and magnets, giving you the perfect rowing machine for HIIT workouts in the 
gym or at home.

RRP from: £1,208.33

Our Price from£1,087.00
You Save: £121.33 - 10 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/raze-renegade-rower

True sissy squats are a very over-looked quadriceps exercise. Most likely due to 
the difficulty in performing them for reps. What this and every other "sissy squat" 
device is is more like a hack squat with regards to muscle recruitment and 
ergonomics but our adjustable version is great for reduced..

Price: £495.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-adjustable-sissy-squat-platform

Exigo Prowler Sled - made in the UK Prowler Sled for you Crossfit functional set 
up 

Price £395.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/exigo-prowler-sled

New range for 2020 he versatile light commercial multigym The Rhino G4 . Based 
around smith machine it has everything a home gym or personal training studio 
could wish for. Add to the fact that the space occupied by the Rhino and other 
popular Smith MultiGyms is no bigger than that of a rack

Price from£5,190.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/rhino-g4-strength-machine

PROFESSIONAL GYM INSTALLATION BRISTOL CARDIFF BATH NORTH 
SOMERSET CALL or EMAIL FOR QUOTE

Price: £399.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/local-equipment-install-offers

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/raze-renegade-rower
http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gymratz-adjustable-sissy-squat-platform
http://www.gymratz.co.uk/exigo-prowler-sled
http://www.gymratz.co.uk/rhino-g4-strength-machine
http://www.gymratz.co.uk/local-equipment-install-offers


This Squat Band Set from Fitness-Mad is a great training aid especially for glutes 
either for warming up or as part of a leg training session. Featured in most glute 
training videos by fitness enthusiasts and power lifting athletes this squat band set 
is an essential tool to increases the gluteus.

Price: £24.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/squat-band-set

At 2020mm tall this full commercial half rack is just the job for any location with a 
restricted ceiling height.
Great for Bench Press, Squats, Chins and Pull ups and supplied with weight 
storage posts to keep your gym floor tidy. Optional extras like the land mine and 
band pegs make this Power Rac

Price from£769.83

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jmc-half-rack-200mm

The Recoil RB Coach Tech-guard allows the training coach to have a fully 
protective mid-section area to take those close up body shots. Due to its 
lightweight foam construction with waist and height adjustable setting the protector 
has a tailored fit that allows natural movement and flexibility.

Price: £149.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/recoil-rb-coaching-body-protector

WATERROWER Ergatta Interactive
(Cherry Wood)
Now with free 6 year warranty
(3 year parts, 6 year frame) Includes 17.2" interactive HD screen..

Price: £2,495.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-ergatta-cherry

Encore Light Commercial Cross Trainer offers excellent smoothness for your 
workout. Excellent for the discerning fitness enthusiast looking for equipment with 
a commercial gym feel but not a commercial gym price tag.

RRP: £3,790.00

Our Price: £2,195.00
You Save: £1,595.00 - 42 % Discount

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/encore-lightcommercial-crosstrainer

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/squat-band-set
http://www.gymratz.co.uk/jmc-half-rack-200mm
http://www.gymratz.co.uk/recoil-rb-coaching-body-protector
http://www.gymratz.co.uk/waterrower-ergatta-cherry
http://www.gymratz.co.uk/encore-lightcommercial-crosstrainer
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